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About this strategy

AWS large-migration strategy and
best practices
Amazon Web Services (AWS)
September 2021 (last update (p. 22): May 2022)
Many Amazon Web Services (AWS) customers want to migrate a large number of servers and
applications to the AWS Cloud as fast as possible with the least impact to their business. Migrating 300
or more servers is considered a large migration. Your organization might be starting a large migration
project because a data center lease is approaching renewal or termination or because your organization
is taking the ﬁrst steps in a technology transformation. However, large scale is not quantiﬁed only by the
number of servers in scope. It also accounts for the level of organizational transformation that results
from the migrations, considering complexities such as people, processes, technology, and priorities.
This guide focuses on your ability to move at scale to AWS. You can migrate existing applications with
little to no change. You can use the cloud as a launch point to take those applications to cloud-native or
serverless technologies, and you can modernize the applications to unlock additional business beneﬁts.

About this strategy
This guide is the ﬁrst document in a series about large migrations to the AWS Cloud. It discusses best
practices for large-scale migrations and provide use cases from customers across various segments,
such as ﬁnancial services, and healthcare. It also provides real-world examples of lessons learned during
customer migrations to AWS. The aim of this guide is to assist customers who are at the initial stages
of a large-scale migration. However, the best practices and strategies in this guide can be beneﬁcial at
any stage of the migration journey. It’s assumed that you already have a 100-level knowledge of AWS
services and that you’re aware of the AWS recommended process for migrating.
When you are ﬁnished with this strategy, we recommend reading the Guide for AWS large migrations
and the playbooks in the following order:
1. Foundation playbook for AWS large migrations
2. Project governance playbook for AWS large migrations
3. Portfolio playbook for AWS large migrations
4. Migration playbook for AWS large migrations
The following ﬁgure shows the structure of the AWS documentation series for large migrations. Review
the strategy ﬁrst, then this guide, and then proceed to the playbooks.
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Scope, strategy, and timeline
Three key elements make up the building blocks of all programs and their relevance in large migrations:
scope, strategy, and the timeline.

To set the stage for your migration journey, these elements must be aligned and understood from the
start of a migration program. Any changes to one of these elements will aﬀect the others. Realignment
must be factored into every change, no matter how basic or sensible the change might seem.

Scope – What are you migrating?
It’s common for the total scope of the program to be undeﬁned, even when you’re half way through the
migration. This is because various factors might not be unpacked until the later stages. For example,
halfway through your migration, you might uncover a pocket of shadow IT that was not recorded in
your conﬁguration management database (CMDB). Alternatively, the planning might have focused on
a server view without considering the supporting network and security services that are required for
those applications to run (such as VPN connections to AWS Partners, and certiﬁcate authorities to sign
certiﬁcates). We recommend investing some time in deﬁning the scope, working backwards from your
target business outcome. You might end up using discovery tooling to uncover assets, a best practice
that will be discussed later in this guide.
The scope will change, because large migrations come with unknowns. These unknowns could be in
the form of systems that have become part of the archeology of the environment with little to no
understanding of their relevance, or production incidents that cause delays and shifts to the plans you
have made. The key is to be ﬂexible and have contingency plans in place to keep the program moving
forward.
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Strategy – Why do you want to migrate?
You might be planning to migrate to AWS for one or more of the following reasons:
• Your application teams want to implement new CI/CD pipelines, deploy the latest application stacks,
or modernize legacy platforms that are out of support.
• Your infrastructure team must get out of an aging data center quickly before the lease expires and the
provider turns the power oﬀ.
• The board has decided that you need to move to the cloud as a strategic direction, allowing for a fast
pace of change in the business’s future.
Whatever the reason, all these reasons and more will be on the minds of your business and IT
organizations. It’s key to understand what your drivers are, to communicate them, and to prioritize them.
Each additional driver potentially adds time, costs, scope, and risks to your already-large migration.
Being fully aware of the impact that the strategy has on the timeline and scope is key.
After you deﬁne your migration strategy, one of the main keys to success is alignment of requirements
across the various stakeholders and teams. Performing the migration requires diﬀerent teams across
the organization, including Infrastructure, Security, Application, and Operations. These teams will have
individual priorities and other projects that might have already commenced. If these teams are working
toward diﬀerent timelines and priorities, it’s more challenging to agree on and implement a migration
plan. The migration team and key stakeholders must ensure that all involved teams work toward a single
goal and align their priorities with a single timeline of migrations.
We recommend exploring how the desired business outcomes can be aligned across the various teams.
For example, migrating to AWS and using AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) to encrypt storage
at rest might satisfy both the migration and security goals.
Frequently, businesses want to modernize applications, which can result in infrastructure upgrades, while
the infrastructure team wants to be frugal and minimize infrastructure changes. The mindset for large
migrations should be as basic as possible. The teams involved must avoid trying to do everything at
once.
To achieve this, set the right expectations early in the project. The key message should be “Migrate ﬁrst,
then modernize.” This approach not only enables organizations to reduce technical debt and operate at
scale eventually, it opens avenues for diﬀerent modernization approaches by using the scalability and
agility that the AWS Cloud can provide. Thinking long term will help infrastructure teams to streamline
infrastructure deployment and management. As a result the business can have faster feature release
cycles.

Timeline – When do you need to complete the
migration?
Depending on your business case, you must ensure you are not taking on more than is possible to
achieve in the time allocated. If your driver for migrating is based on a ﬁxed date of completion, you
must choose the strategy that meets that timeline requirement. Most large migrations are based
on these time-based constraints, so the migration strategies must have deﬁned, ﬁxed timelines and
outcomes, with little room for extensions or overrun.
In these time-sensitive types of migrations, we recommend the “Migrate ﬁrst, then modernize” approach.
This helps set expectations and encourages the teams to ensure that their individual project plans and
budgets are aligned with the overall migration goal. It’s important to ﬁnd out any disagreements as early
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as possible in the project, fail fast and address the disagreements at the Steering Committee level, and
engage the right stakeholders to ensure that alignment is in place.
Conversely, if your main goal of migration is to gain the beneﬁts of application modernization, this must
be called out early in the program. Many programs start with an initial goal based on a ﬁxed deadline,
and they don’t plan for the requirements from stakeholders who want to resolve outstanding issues and
problems. In some cases, these issues have been present for years in the source systems, but now they
become artiﬁcial blockers to migration.
Migrations that involve modernization activities that aﬀect business application functionality. Even what
is perceived to be a small upgrade, such as an operating system version change, can have a major eﬀect
to the program timelines. These should not be considered trivial.
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Best practices for large migrations
Large migrations can become challenging, depending on factors that govern how an organization
functions. This section covers some of the key factors that can simplify large migrations if addressed
during the initial phases of the eﬀort and tracked throughout the project.
The following best practices for large migrations are based on data captured from other customers. The
best practices are divided into three categories:
• People
• Technology
• Processes

People perspective
This section focuses on the following key areas of the people perspective:
• Executive support – Identifying a single-threaded leader who’s empowered to make decisions
• Team collaboration and ownership – Collaborating among various teams
• Training – Proactively training teams on the various tooling

Executive support
In this section:
• Identify a single-threaded leader (p. 6)
• Align the senior leadership team (p. 6)

Identify a single-threaded leader
When starting a large migration, it’s important to identify a single threaded technical leader who is 100
percent dedicated to the project and accountable. That leader is empowered to make decisions, help
avoid silos, and streamline work-streams by maintaining consistent priorities.
A large migration global customer was able to scale from one server each week at the outset of the
program to more than 80 servers each week at the start of the second month. The CIO‘s full support as
a single threaded leader was critical to the rapid scale up of servers being migrated. The CIO attended
weekly migration cutover calls with the migration team to ensure real-time escalation and resolution of
issues, which accelerated the migration velocity.

Align the senior leadership team
It’s important to create alignment between the various teams regarding the success criteria of the
migration. While migration planning and implementation can be accomplished by a small, dedicated
team, challenges arise when deﬁning the strategy and performing peripheral activities. These potential
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obstacles might require actions or escalations from diﬀerent areas of the IT organization, including the
following:
• Business
• Applications
• Networking
• Security
• Infrastructure
• Third-party vendors
Direct action from application owners, leadership, alignment, and a clear escalation to the singlethreaded leader become important.

Team collaboration and ownership
In this section:
• Create a cross-functional cloud-enablement team (p. 7)
• Deﬁne requirements for teams and individuals outside the core migration team in advance (p. 7)
• Validate that there are no licensing issues when migrating workloads (p. 8)

Create a cross-functional cloud-enablement team
A critical ﬁrst step in a large migration project is to enable the organization to work in the cloud. To
accomplish this, we recommend building a Cloud Enablement Engine (CEE). The CEE is an empowered
and accountable team focused on organization’s operational readiness for migrations to AWS. The
CEE should be a cross-functional team that includes representation from infrastructure, applications,
operations, and security. The team is charged with the following responsibilities:
• Developing policies
• Deﬁning and implementing tools, processes and the architectures that will establish the organizations
cloud operations model
• Continuing to facilitate stakeholder alignment across all the areas that they represent
One healthcare customer didn’t start with a CEE. However, through initial pilot migrations, the gap
was identiﬁed. Leading up to the ﬁnal migration cutover date, with stringent deadlines in place, the
team implemented a migration war room. In the migration war room, stakeholders from infrastructure,
security, applications, and business could assist in resolving issues.

Deﬁne requirements for teams and individuals outside the core
migration team in advance
Identify teams and individuals that are outside the core program, and deﬁne their involvement during
the migration planning phases. To facilitate the momentum of the migration during the later stages, pay
speciﬁc attention to the application teams’ involvement. Their knowledge of the application, ability to
diagnose issues, and requirement to sign oﬀ on the cutover will be required.
While the migration will be led by a core team, the application teams will likely be involved in validating
the migration plan and testing during cutover. Customers often approach the cloud migration as
an infrastructure project, instead of as an application migration. This can lead to issues during the
migration.
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We recommend considering the application team’s required involvement when selecting a migration
strategy. For example, a rehost strategy requires less application-team involvement compared with
a replatform or refactor strategy in which more of the application landscape is being changed. If
application owner availability is limited, consider using rehost or replatform as opposed to the refactor,
relocate, or repurchase strategies.

Validate that there are no licensing issues when migrating
workloads
Licensing might change when you migrate corporate oﬀ–the-shelf products to the cloud. Your license
agreements might be focused on your on-premises estate. For example, a license might be by CPU or
linked to a speciﬁc MAC address. Alternatively, license agreements might not include the right to host in
a public cloud environment. However, renegotiating licensing with vendors can include long lead times
and presents a hard blocker for the migration.
We recommend collaborating with your sourcing or vendor management teams as soon as the scope of
the migration is deﬁned. Licensing might also inﬂuence your target architecture and migration patterns.

Training
In this section:
• Train teams on new tooling and processes (p. 8)

Train teams on new tooling and processes
After the migration strategy is deﬁned, invest time in understanding what training might be required for
the migration and for your target operating model. During the migration, you will likely use tooling, such
as AWS Database Migration Service, that is new to your organization. Proactively training teams reduces
the delays experienced during the migration phases.
We recommend seeking active knowledge transfer methods that provide an opportunity to experiment
with the tooling in a hands-on fashion. As an example, AWS Professional Services provided several Cloud
Migration Factory training sessions for three systems integrator (SI) AWS Partners responsible for a large
migration. This ensured that the team had basic familiarity as it moved into the migration phase. It also
helped identify subject matter experts (SMEs) who could serve as ﬁrst-line escalation within each SI AWS
Partner team.

Technology perspective
Technology provides a great foundation for accelerating large migrations. For example, the Cloud
Migration Factory solution is focused on how to provide end-to-end automation for migrations. This
section explores some of the best practices for using technology to achieve the scale and velocity
required, aligned with the scope, strategy, and timelines.
The overarching principle is to look at areas of automation wherever possible. If you have thousands of
servers in scope, performing tasks manually can be a costly and time-consuming eﬀort.
To perform a migration, several tools are typically used, such as the following:
• Discovery
• Migration implementation
• Conﬁguration management database (CMDB)
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• Inventory spreadsheet
• Project management
These tools are used at diﬀerent stages of migrations, from assessment to mobilize through to
implementation. Selection of these tools is driven by the business objectives and timelines.
After migration phases are planned, the next step is to ensure that the migration team has the skills to
use the tools they will need. If a team lacks the skills or experience, plan targeted trainings to ramp up
the skill set. If possible, create events where teams can get experience with the migration tooling in a
safe environment. For example, are there sandpit or lab servers that teams can migrate to experience
with the tooling? Alternatively, is it acceptable for initial development workloads to be used for learning
purposes?

Automation, tracking, and tooling integration
In this section:
• Automate migration discovery to reduce the time required (p. 9)
• Automate repetitive tasks (p. 9)
• Automate tracking and reporting to speed decision making (p. 10)
• Explore tooling that can facilitate your migration (p. 10)

Automate migration discovery to reduce the time required
Most large migration programs commence by understanding the scope of the migration (what must
be migrated) and developing a strategy (how it will be migrated). Discovery is an important aspect
of this. The required metadata points are captured to form a migration strategy decision tree. To
migrate workloads at pace, you must identify and import the required migration metadata into your
implementation processes, such as a migration factory. A fully automated mechanism to extract,
transform, load (ETL) the migration metadata greatly reduces the time and level of eﬀort involved in the
discovery process.
One customer developed a fully automated data intake process for their migration factory. The
migration wave plan with all the migration metadata was hosted and maintained in a spreadsheet on
Microsoft SharePoint. When changes were made to the source, an AWS Lambda function was initiated
to load the data into the migration factory without manual intervention. This automated data intake
process helped the customer reduce manual work, minimize human error, and accelerate their velocity.
They were able to migrate more than 1,000 servers to AWS.

Automate repetitive tasks
In the migration implementation phase, many small processes must be repeated frequently. When using
AWS Application Migration Service (MGN), for example, you must install the agent on each server that is
in scope of the migration.
Building a migration factory that works for your speciﬁc business and technical requirements is the most
eﬀective way to achieve the eﬃciency and velocity required to deliver a successful large migration. A
migration factory provides an integration and orchestration framework that uses a standardized dataset
to accelerate the migration. After all the tasks are identiﬁed, spend time on automating all the manual
tasks that can be automated alongside prescriptive runbooks.
The Cloud Migration Factory solution is an example of this. Cloud Migration Factory is designed to
provide the migration automation foundations on which you can automate aspects that are speciﬁc to
your organization. For example, you might want to update a ﬂag in your CMDB to highlight that the
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on-premises servers can now be decommissioned. In this scenario, you could create an automation that
which performs this task at the end of the migration wave. Cloud Migration Factory has a centralized
metadata store with all the wave, application, and server metadata. The automation script can connect
to Cloud Migration Factory to get a list of servers in that wave and perform any actions accordingly.
Cloud Migration Factory supports AWS Application Migration Service.

Automate tracking and reporting to speed decision making
We recommend building an automated migration reporting dashboard to track and report live data,
including key performance indicators (KPIs) for the program. Migration projects involve stakeholders
from across the organization, including the following:
• Application teams
• Testers
• Decommissioning teams
• Architects
• Infrastructure teams
• Leadership
To perform their roles, these stakeholders require live data. For example, network teams must know the
upcoming migration waves to understand the impact on the shared connection between on-premises
resources and AWS. Leadership teams want to understand how much of the migration is complete.
Having a dependable, automated live feed of data prevents miscommunications and provides a basis on
which decisions can be made.
A large healthcare customer was working toward a data center exit with an upcoming deadline. Given
the scale and complexity, a signiﬁcant amount of time was initially spent on tracking and communicating
the migration status between stakeholders. The migration team later used Amazon QuickSight to build
automated dashboards that visualized the data, signiﬁcantly simplifying tracking and communications
while increasing the migration velocity.

Explore tooling that can facilitate your migration
Choosing the right tools for your migration is not easy, especially if no one in your organization has
managed a large migration before.
We recommend spending time to choose suitable tooling to support the migration. This exploration
might involve a license cost, but it can provide a cost beneﬁt when you consider the wider initiative.
Alternatively, you might ﬁnd that tooling embedded in your organization can provide a similar outcome.
For example, you might already have application performance monitoring tooling deployed across your
estate, which can provide rich discovery information.
A technology customer was initially reluctant to run automated discovery tooling during their migration
due to a lack of familiarity. As a result, an SI AWS Partner had to run 5#10 hours of meetings per
application to discovery the estate manually, including server names, operating system versions, and
dependencies. It was estimated that if discovery tooling had been used, the discovery eﬀort could have
been reduced by more than 1,000 hours.

Prerequisites and post migration validation
In this section:
• Build the landing zone during the pre-migration phase (p. 11)
• Outline prerequisite activities (p. 11)
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• Implement post-migration checks for continuing improvement (p. 11)

Build the landing zone during the pre-migration phase
We recommend building the AWS target environment, or landing zone, ahead of time, instead of
building the target virtual private clouds (VPCs) and subnets during the migration wave. Building a wellarchitected landing zone is a prerequisite for the migration. The landing zone should include monitoring,
governance, operational, and security controls.
Building and validating the landing zone ahead of the migration minimizes the uncertainty that comes
with running your workloads in a new environment. With the landing zone in place, the stakeholders can
focus on migrating the workloads without worrying about aspects managed at an account or VPC level.

Outline prerequisite activities
Alongside the landing zone, it’s important to align other technical prerequisites before the migration,
especially processes with lengthy lead time. For example, make the necessary ﬁrewall changes to allow
the data to be replicated from on premises to AWS. Communicating technical prerequisites early helps
to prepare and allocate the resources required. It’s common for migrations to stall because prerequisites
haven’t been met. Not only does this impact the in-progress migration wave, it might push back the
dates of all future migrations while the issue is being remediated.
A ﬁnancial services company intended to perform a mass-migration to AWS, with the goal of vacating
several data centers. However, their bandwidth available between on-premises and AWS was not
suﬃcient for the velocity they intended. Unfortunately, increasing the bandwidth required a new
connection and had a lead time of three months. This meant that the migration velocity was constrained
for the ﬁrst three months.

Implement post-migration checks for continuing improvement
Finally, remember to implement post-migration validations such as operations integration, cost
optimization, and governance and compliance checks. Post-migration validation includes assessing
previously migrated workloads to uncover technical lessons learned that should be applied to future
waves.
Further, this is a great opportunity to implement cost-control operations. For example, during the
migration you might decide to size match the AWS instances to your on-premises estate to reduce the
need for performance testing. Now that testing is no longer on the data center closure critical path, you
can use Amazon CloudWatch to assess the instance utilization and determine whether a smaller-sized
instance would be suitable.
To illustrate the importance of this phase, a large technology customer was performing a large migration
but initially did not include post-migration validations. After migrating more than 100 servers, they
identiﬁed that the AWS Systems Manager Agent (SSM Agent) was not conﬁgured correctly. All previously
migrated servers had to be remediated, and the migration stalled. The customer also identiﬁed that the
instances were as large as ﬁve times the initial estimates, so they implemented a cost checkpoint at the
end of each migration wave.

Process perspective
Processes bring consistency but they also evolve and are susceptible to change because each project
is unique. As you run the process repeatedly, you will identify gaps and room for improvements that
can add up to huge beneﬁts as you fail, learn, adopt, and iterate. These changes can lead to new ideas
or innovations that the project and the business can take advantage of in the future, which provides a
catalyst for growth that brings quality and team conﬁdence.
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Processes in migrations can be complex as they cross technologies and boundaries that might not have
been linked previously. This perspective provides processes and guidance on speciﬁc requirements for
large migrations.

Preparing for your large migration
The following sections outline the core principles that are required to ensure that you start your
migration journey with a clear direction and buy-in from the stakeholders that will be critical to its
success.
In this section:
• Deﬁne business drivers and communicate timeline, scope, and strategy (p. 12)
• Deﬁne a clear escalation path to help remove the blockers (p. 13)
• Minimize unnecessary change (p. 13)
• Document an end-to-end process early (p. 13)
• Document standard migration patterns and artifacts (p. 14)
• Establish a single source of truth for migration metadata and status (p. 14)

Deﬁne business drivers and communicate timeline, scope, and
strategy
When approaching a large migration to AWS, you will quickly discover that there are numerous ways to
migrate your servers. For example, you could do the following:
• Rehost workloads using AWS Application Migration Service.
• Containerize your application and host it on the Amazon Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS) or the
Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (Amazon EKS) managed container platform.
• Redesign your workload into a fully serverless application.
To determine the correct migration path, it’s important to work backwards from your business drivers. If
your ultimate goal is to increase business agility, you might favor the second two patterns, which involve
more levels of transformation. If your goal is to vacate a data center by the end of the year, you might
choose to rehost workloads because of the velocity that rehosting provides.
A large migration typically involves a wide range of stakeholders, including the following:
• Application owners
• Network teams
• Database administrators
• Executive sponsors
It is key to identify the business drivers of the migration and include that list in a document, such as a
project charter that members of the migration program can access. Furthermore, create key performance
indicators (KPIs) that closely align with your target business outcomes.
For example, one customer wanted to migrate 2,000 servers within 12 months to achieve their target
business outcome of vacating their data center. However, their security teams were not aligned toward
this goal. The result was several months of technical debates on whether to miss the data center closure
date but modernize applications further or to rehost initially to enable the timely data center closure and
then modernize applications on AWS.
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Deﬁne a clear escalation path to help remove the blockers
Large cloud migration programs typically involve a wide range of stakeholders. After all, you’re
potentially changing applications that have been hosted on premises for several decades. It’s common
for each of the stakeholders to have conﬂicting priorities.
While all the priorities might drive value, the program will likely have a limited amount of budget and
a deﬁned target outcome. Managing the various stakeholders and focusing on the target business
outcomes can be challenging. This challenge is compounded when you multiply it by the hundreds or
thousands of applications that are in scope of the migration. Further, the stakeholders likely report into
diﬀerent leadership teams, which have other priorities. With this in mind, alongside clearly documenting
the target business outcomes, it’s important to deﬁne a clear escalation matrix to help remove blockers.
This can save a signiﬁcant amount of time and help align the various teams toward a common goal.
One example that demonstrates this is a ﬁnancial services company whose goal was to vacate their
primary data center within 12 months. There wasn’t a clear mandate or escalation path, which resulted
in the stakeholders crafting their desired migration paths, regardless of time and budget constraints.
Following an escalation to the CIO, a clear mandate was set and a mechanism was provided for
requesting required decisions.

Minimize unnecessary change
Change is good but more changes mean more risks. When the business case for the large migration is
approved, there is most likely a target business outcome driving this initiative, such as vacating a data
center by a speciﬁc date. While it’s common for technologists to want to re-write everything to take full
advantage of AWS services, this might not be your business goal.
One customer was focused on a two-year migration of the company’s entire web-scale infrastructure to
AWS. They created a two-week rule as a mechanism to prevent application teams from spending months
rewriting their applications. By using the two-week rule, the customer was able to sustain a long-term
migration with a consistent cadence when hundreds of applications had to be moved over a multipleyear period. For more information, see the blog post The Two-Week Rule: Refactor Your Applications for
the Cloud in 10 Days.
We recommend minimizing any change that doesn’t align with the business outcome. Instead, build
mechanisms to manage these additional changes in future projects.

Document an end-to-end process early
Document the complete migration process and assignment of ownership in the early stages of a
large migration program. This documentation is important in educating all stakeholders about how
the migration will run and their roles and responsibilities. The documentation will also help you to
understand where issues might occur and to provide updates and iterations of the process as you
progress through the migrations.
During the development of the migration project, ensure that any existing processes are understood and
that integration points and dependencies documented clearly. Include places where engagement with
external process owners will be required, including change requests, service requests, vendor support,
and network and ﬁrewall support. After the process is understood, we recommend documenting
ownership in a responsible, accountable, consulted, informed (RACI) matrix to track the diﬀerent
activities. To ﬁnalize the process, establish a countdown plan by identifying the timelines involved
in each step of the migration. The countdown plan generally works backwards from the workload
migration cutover date and time.
This documentation approach worked well for a multinational home appliance corporation that migrated
to AWS successfully in less than a year and exited four data centers. They had six diﬀerent organizational
teams and multiple third parties involved, which introduced management overhead resulting in back-
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and-forth decisions and delays in implementation. The AWS Professional Services team, together
with the customer and their third parties, identiﬁed key processes for the migration activities and
documented them with respective owners. The resulting RACI matrix was shared and agreed upon by all
involved teams. Using the RACI matrix and an escalation matrix, the customer alleviated the blockers and
issues that were creating delays. They were then able to exit the data centers ahead of schedule.
In another example of using RACI and escalation matrices, an insurance ﬁrm was able to exit the data
center in less than 4 months. The customer understood and implemented a shared responsibility model,
and a detailed RACI matrix was followed to track the progress of each process and activity throughout
the migration. As a result, the customer was able to migrate over 350 servers in the ﬁrst 12 weeks of
implementation.

Document standard migration patterns and artifacts
Think of this as creating cookie cutters for the implementation. Reusable references, documentation,
runbooks, and patterns are the key to scale. These journal the experience, learning, pitfalls, issues, and
solutions that future migration projects can reuse and avoid, signiﬁcantly accelerating the migration.
The patterns and artifacts are also an investment that will help improve the process and guide future
projects.
For example, one customer was performing a year-long migration where applications were being
migrated by three diﬀerent SI AWS Partners. In the early stages, each AWS Partner was using their own
standards, runbooks, and artifacts. This placed numerous stresses on the customer teams, because the
same information could be presented to them in diﬀerent ways. After these early pains, the customer
established central ownership of all documentation and artifacts to be used in the migration, with a
process for submitting recommended changes. These assets include the following:
• A standard migration process and checklists
• Network diagram style and format standards
• Application architectural and security standards based on business criticality
In addition, changes to any of these documents and standards were sent out to all teams on a weekly
cadence, and each partner was required to conﬁrm receipt and adherence to any changes. This greatly
improved communication and consistency for the migration project, and when a separate large
migration eﬀort in another business unit started, that team was able to adopt the existing process and
documents, greatly accelerating their success.

Establish a single source of truth for migration metadata and
status
When it comes to planning a large migration, establishing a source of truth is important to keep the
various teams aligned and enable data-driven decisions. When you start this journey, you might ﬁnd
numerous data sources that you can use, such as the conﬁguration management database (CMDB),
application performance monitoring tooling, inventory lists, and so on.
Alternatively, you might ﬁnd that there are few data sources and you must create mechanisms to capture
the data needed. For example, you might need to use discovery tooling to uncover technical information,
and to survey IT leaders to obtain business information.
It’s important to aggregate the various data sources into a single dataset that you can use for
the migration. You can then use the single source of truth for tracking the migration during the
implementation. For example, you can track which servers have been migrated.
A ﬁnancial services customer that wanted to migrate all workloads to AWS focused on planning the
migration with the dataset that had been provided. This dataset had key gaps, such as business criticality
and dependency information, so the program started a discovery exercise.
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In another example, a company in the same industry moved into migration wave implementation based
on an out-of-date understanding of their server infrastructure inventory. They quickly started to see
migration numbers decrease because the data was incorrect. In this case, application owners were not
understood, which meant that they could not ﬁnd testers in time. Additionally, the data were not aligned
to the decommissioning that their applications teams had completed, so servers were running without
being used for a business purpose.

Running your large migration
After you have established your business outcomes and communicated the strategy to the stakeholders,
you can move to planning how you carve up the scope of the large migration into sustainable migration
events or waves. The following examples provide key guidance for making the wave plan.
In this section:
• Plan migration waves ahead of time to ensure a steady ﬂow (p. 15)
• Keep wave implementation and wave planning as separate processes and teams (p. 15)
• Start small for great outcomes (p. 16)
• Minimize the number of cutover windows (p. 16)
• Fail fast, apply experience, and iterate (p. 16)
• Don’t forget the retrospective (p. 17)

Plan migration waves ahead of time to ensure a steady ﬂow
Planning your migration is one of the most important phases of the program. It goes with the saying
“if you fail to plan, you plan to fail.” Planning migration waves ahead of time allows the project to
ﬂow swiftly as the team becomes more proactive to the migration situation. It helps the project scale
more easily, and it improves decision making and forecasting as project demands increase and become
complex. Planning ahead also improves the team’s ability to adapt to changes.
For example, a large ﬁnancial services customer was working on a data center exit program. Initially, the
customer planned the migration waves in a sequential fashion, completing one wave before beginning
to plan the next. This approach resulted in less time to prepare. When the stakeholders were informed
that their applications were being migrated to AWS, they still had several steps to perform before
starting the migration. This added signiﬁcant delays to the program. After the customer realized this,
they implemented a holistic and future-focused migration planning stream where migration waves were
planned several months in advance. This provided enough notice for the application teams to perform
their pre-migration activities such as notifying AWS Partners, licensing analysis, and so forth. They could
then remove those tasks from the program’s critical path.

Keep wave implementation and wave planning as separate
processes and teams
When wave planning and wave implementation teams are separate, the two processes can work in
parallel. With communication and coordination, this avoids slowing down the migration because not
enough servers or applications are ready to achieve the expected velocity. For example, the migration
team might need to migrate 30 servers a week, but only 10 servers are ready in the current wave. This
challenge is often caused by the following:
• The migration implementation team was not involved in the wave planning, and the data collected
in the wave planning phase are not complete. The migration implementation team must collect more
server data before starting the wave.
• Migration implementation is scheduled to start right after wave planning, with no buﬀer between.
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It is critical to plan waves ahead of time, and to create a buﬀer between preparation and the start of the
wave implementation. It is also important to make sure that the wave planning team and the migration
team work together to collect the right data and avoid rework.

Start small for great outcomes
Plan to start small and increase migration velocity with each subsequent wave. The initial wave
should be a single, small application, fewer than 10 servers. Add additional applications and servers
in subsequent waves, building up to your full migration velocity. Prioritizing less complex or risky
applications, and ramping velocity on a schedule, gives the team time to adjust to working together and
to learn the process. In addition, the team can identify and implement process improvements with each
wave, which can substantially improve the velocity of later waves.
One customer was migrating more than 1,300 servers in a year. By starting with a pilot migration and a
few smaller waves, the migration team was able to identify multiple ways to improve later migrations.
For example, they identiﬁed new data center network segments earlier. They worked with their ﬁrewall
team early in the process to put in place ﬁrewall rules that allowed communication with migration
tooling. This helped prevent unnecessary delays in future waves. In addition, the team was able to
develop scripts to help automate more of their discovery and cutover processes with each wave. Starting
small helped the team focus on early process improvements, and greatly increased their conﬁdence.

Minimize the number of cutover windows
Mass migrations require a disciplined approach to driving scale. Being too ﬂexible in some areas is an
anti-pattern for large migrations. By limiting the number of weekly cutover windows, time spent on
cutover activities has higher value.
For example, if the cutover window is too ﬂexible, you could end up with 20 cutovers with ﬁve servers
each. Instead, you could have two cutovers with 50 servers each. Because the time and eﬀort for each
cutover are similar, having fewer, larger cutovers reduces the operational burden of scheduling, and
limits unnecessary delays.
A large technology company was trying to migrate out of a few leased data centers before contract
expiration. Missing the expiration would result in expensive, short-term renewal terms. Earlier in the
migration, application teams were allowed to dictate migration schedule up to the last minute, including
opting out of migration for any reason just days ahead of cutover. This led to numerous delays in the
early stages of the project. Often, the customer had to negotiate with other application teams at the last
minute to ﬁll in. The customer eventually increased their planning discipline, but this early mistake led to
constant stress for the migration team. Delays to the overall schedule resulted in some applications not
making it out of the data centers in time.

Fail fast, apply experience, and iterate
Every migration has pitfalls initially. Failing early helps the team learn, understand the bottlenecks, and
apply the lessons learned to larger waves. It is expected that the ﬁrst couple of waves in a migration will
be slow for the following reasons:
• Team members are adjusting to each other and the process.
• Large migrations usually involve many diﬀerent tools and people.
• It takes time to integrate, test, fail, learn, and continuously improve the end-to-end process.
Issues are common and expected during the ﬁrst couple waves. It is important to understand and
communicate this to the entire organization, because some teams may not like to try new things and
fail. Failure can discourage the team and become a blocker for future migrations. Making sure everyone
understands that initial issues are part of the job and encouraging everyone to try and fail is key to a
successful migration.
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One company planned to migrate more than 10,000 servers in 24#36 months. To achieve that goal, they
needed to migrate nearly 300 servers a month. However, that does not mean they migrated 300 servers
from day one. The ﬁrst couple waves were learning waves so that the team could understand how things
worked and who had permissions to do what. They also identiﬁed integrations that would improve the
process, such as integrating with CMDB and CyberArk. They used the learning waves to fail, improve, and
fail again, reﬁning the process and automation. After 6 months, they were able to migrate more than
120 servers each week.

Don’t forget the retrospective
This is an important part of an agile process. It’s where the team communicates, adjusts, learns, agrees,
and moves forward. A retrospective at the most basic level is looking back, discussing what happened,
determining what went well and what needs to improve. Improvements can then be built based on
those discussions. Retrospectives wrap some formality or process around the idea of lessons-learned.
Retrospectives are important because to achieve the scale and velocity for large migrations to succeed,
the processes, tools, and teams must constantly evolve and improve. Retrospectives can play a signiﬁcant
part in that.
Traditional lessons-learned sessions do not happen until the end of a program, so often these lessons do
not get reviewed at the start of the next migration wave. With large migrations, lessons learned should
be applied to the next wave and should be a key part of the wave planning process.
For one customer, weekly retrospectives were held to discuss and document lessons learned from the
cutovers. In these sessions, they uncovered areas where there was scope for streamlining from a process
standpoint or automation. This resulted in implementation of a countdown schedule with speciﬁc
activities, owners, and automation scripts to minimize manual tasks, including validation of third-party
tools and Amazon CloudWatch agent installation, during cutover.
At another large tech company, regular retrospectives were held with the team to identify problems with
previous migration waves. This resulted in process, script, and automation improvements that drove the
average migration time down by 40 percent over the course of the program.

Additional considerations
Many areas must be factored into a large migration program. The following sections provide thoughts on
other items that must be considered.
In this section:
• Clean up as you go (p. 17)
• Implement multiple phases for any additional transformation (p. 18)

Clean up as you go
A migration isn’t considered successful if it costs 10 times what you expected, and the project is not
complete until the resources used for migration are shut down and cleaned up. This cleanup should be
part of the post-migration activity. It ensures that you will not leave unused resources and services in
your environment that will add to the costs. Post-migration cleanup is also a good security practice for
preventing threats and vulnerabilities that expose your environment.
Two key outcomes of moving to the AWS Cloud are the cost savings and the security. Leaving unused
resources can defeat the business purpose of moving to cloud. The most common resources that are not
cleaned up include the following:
• Test data
• Test databases
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• Test accounts, including ﬁrewall rules, security groups, and network access control list (network ACL) IP
addresses
• Ports provisioned for testing
• Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) volumes
• Snapshots
• Replication (such as stopping the data replication from on-premises to AWS)
• Files that consume space (such as temporary database backups used to migrate)
• Instances that host the migration tools
In one example of bad cleanup practices, SI AWS Partners were not removing replication agents after a
successful migration. An AWS audit discovered that replication servers and EBS volumes that had already
been migrated were costing $20,000 (USD) each month. To mitigate the issue, AWS Professional Services
created an automated audit process that notiﬁed SI AWS Partners when stale servers were still being
replicated. The SI AWS Partners could then take action on unused and stale instances.
For future migrations, a process was adopted to deﬁne a post-migration hypercare period of 48 hours to
ensure smooth platform adoption. The customer’s infrastructure team then submitted a decommission
request for on-premises servers. It was advised that upon approval of the decommission request, servers
of the respective wave would be removed from the application migration service console.

Implement multiple phases for any additional transformation
When carrying out a large migration, it’s important to remain focused on your core goal, such as data
center closure or infrastructure transformation. In smaller migrations, scope creep might have a minimal
impact. However, a few days of additional eﬀort multiplied by potentially thousands of servers can add
a signiﬁcant amount of time to the program. Furthermore, the additional changes might also require
updates to documentation, process, and training for support teams.
To overcome potential scope creep, you can implement a multiple-phase approach to your migration. For
example, if your goal was to vacate a data center, phase 1 may include only rehosting the workload to
AWS as fast as possible. After a workload is rehosted, phase 2 can implement transformational activities
without risking the target business outcome.
For example, one customer planned to exit their data center in 12 months. However, their migration
encompassed other transformation activities, such as rolling out new application performance
monitoring tooling and upgrading operating systems. More than 1,000 servers were in scope of the
migration, so these activities added a signiﬁcant delay to the migration. Furthermore, this approach
required training in the use of the new tooling. The customer later decided to implement a multiplephase approach with an initial focus on rehost. This increased their migration velocity and reduced the
risk of not meeting the data center closure date.
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Conclusion
Large migrations present diﬀerent challenges when compared to smaller migrations. This is mostly due
to the complexities introduced by the scale. For example, installing an agent onto a single server is fairly
straightforward and will take approximately 5 minutes. However, if you have 5,000 servers in scope for
your migration, this will take approximately 416 hours and will present the following challenges:
• It’s likely that there are multiple operating systems that require diﬀerent processes.
• There might be separate Microsoft Active Directory domains to manage due to previous mergers and
acquisitions.
• Eﬀective processes and tools are required to orchestrate the agent installation for each wave and then
track and report the progress.
This strategy outlines large migration best practices based on AWS Professional Services experiences
helping a wide range of customers. This includes people, process, and technology perspectives. If you
want to start or are in the process of migrating to AWS, consultants at AWS Professional Services would
be happy to assist you. Contact your AWS representative to start the conversation.
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Resources
AWS large migrations
Guide
• Guide for AWS large migrations

Playbooks
To start your large migration journey, we encourage you to read the detailed playbooks in the following
order:
1. Foundation playbook for AWS large migrations
2. Project governance playbook for AWS large migrations
3. Portfolio playbook for AWS large migrations
4. Migration playbook for AWS large migrations

Other AWS Prescriptive Guidance resources
• Automating large-scale server migrations with Cloud Migration Factory
• Best practices for assessing applications to be retired during a migration to the AWS Cloud
• Setting up a secure and scalable multi-account AWS environment
• Evaluating migration readiness
• Mobilize your organization to accelerate large-scale migrations

Other references
• AWS Cloud Migration Factory solution
• Free cloud migration services on AWS
• AWS Database Migration Service
• Migrate with AWS

Videos
• Executing a large-scale migration to AWS (AWS re:Invent 2020)
• CloudEndure Migration Factory best practices (AWS re:Invent 2020)
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migration series.
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